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With sixteen exquisite maps showing what the world was like from A.D. 500 to 1450, this book is

sure to feed children&#39;s fascination with knights and castles, Vikings, Crusades, the Aztecs, and

the Incas. Each map shows the major sites associated with a particular medieval theme, with

colorful picture icons revealing cities, palaces, religious buildings, farmers, traders, warriors, and

much more. Additional feature spreads present in-depth information on the key topics of cathedrals

and monasteries, Islamic culture, knights and castles, and the Aztec capital of TenochtitlÃ¡n. This

atlas is the ideal companion to any study of medieval history or literature.
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I checked this book out from the library when I was preparing to teach a children's class on the

Middle Ages. Pluses: attractive book, nice maps, good timelines, and takes a world view. In other

words, rather than focusing on Medieval Europe, it shows what was going on all around the world

during selected time periods of the Middle Ages. I liked this because most other books about the

Middle Ages focus exclusively on Europe and on Western civilization. Minuses: it's an atlas, so it's

useful as a reference or a starting point, but there is no depth. Typical blurb from one of the maps:

"Attacking Rome. Rome was ransacked by the Visigoths in 410 and then by the Vandals in 455."I



came to  to check the price, but I would put this book in the category of "nice-to-have" rather than

"must-have." I gave it four stars because it is an attractive book that achieves its limited purpose.

A very readable, well-illustrated timeline of medieval culture from 400 to 1400 A.D., covering all the

world, not just Europe. One of the unique and fascinating aspects of the book is how well it shows

what was happening around the world at this time, so you get a world view, not just one focused on

Europe. For timeline and maps, one of the best pictorial world atlases of medieval times. Grades

4-12.

This book is perfect for my 4th graders, yet would still be great for MS and HS kids. The book

covers the entire world, has interesting short write-ups for every map, and the writings appear

unbiased in their portrayal of different people, cultures, and religions. Each map has a scale of

miles/km and a timeline on the edge. The only criticism is that the maps lack longitude and latitude,

so I use modern atlases to cover that topic.

One in 4 books. Got it used & love it!
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